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A curtain divider that is lit from
above, the wash of light down the
voile curtain fades out elegantly,
creating a truly gorgeous
ambience in the space that’s
been created. Any Disney
princess would be jealous of the
magical glow that Elsa brings,
leaving in her wake a productive,
more creative and happier team. stansons.co.uk



the inspiration 
The drama and emotion of the ballroom captures your senses and transports
you to a fantasy world, called cloud nine. This enchanting experience has the
similar breathtaking beauty of the sunlight reflecting and refracting through
nature, catching the dancing leaves and slicing through soft candy floss
clouds with its rays. You feel the spectrum of warm, uplifting and energising
colours radiating down on you and you take moment to stop, let the scene
eclipse all your worries and hold you in a serial, romantic hypnosis. 

This is the essence of what we wanted to capture in Elsa. The beauty of nature
and light combined with the theatrical fairy tale drama which can carry the
mind to new unexplored destinations, miles away, in a moment of time. 
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Guy Stanley is a high energy, people-focused designer. With a
passion for the psychological impact design has human behavior,
our physical and mental health.

His creations are about curating the space, culture and facilities so
we flourish, feel nurtured, and release the very best version of
ourselves. You'll see his products are focused around collaboration,
creativity, productivity and of course maximising your well-being.

about the designer
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note from guy

Nature, daylight and biophilic design are all held very close to me. Our inert
hard-wired connection to nature is something that doesn't surprise be but
rather fascinates. The positive effect it has on our cognitive memory,
productivity, creativity and most importantly our well-being is nothing short of
extraordinary. To capture some of that magic and bring it into the office would
uplift and revitalise us all as human beings. 

Sunlight and curtains obviously go together like hand in glove so to create
that effect in spaces where maybe sunlight wasn't so prevalent or when the
curtains weren't at windows seemed a way to spin some sparkle into the
workplace is a special way. Elsa was born to create the positive impact we are
all need from the spaces in which we work, learn, relax and play.

Guy
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Elsa brings that extra pizzazz to an
office space that will attract visitors
with her elegance and atmosphere.
Bringing with her an air of romance
and ambience, we just can’t let go of
how sleek, yet dramatic she looks. 

Caring about the world is up there as
one of our most important values, and
Elsa is a sustainable answer to any
zoning problem, by not contributing to
the 60% of landfill that is caused by
construction waste. Rather, she is able
to be unscrewed and moved if you
decide to move or re-scale the office,
or if a pandemic happens to come
along and completely change an
office’s needs…

a true fairy tale
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The colour of the lighting is able to be
changed, in order to engage visitors
and stimulate the senses. You may
choose to have a warmer tone for
certain meetings or a cooler light that
brings focus for others. Maybe even
changing with the seasons and the
tone of the world. This is a truly flexible
product that works hard for you and
your space to engage clients and
visitors and invigorate your team.

let it shine
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elsa specification
Product: Elsa lit curtains
Headbox Colour: 
Suspension Rods: (1000mmmax )
Material: Dance
Fabric Colour: (choose below)
Light Colour: Remote control 
Size: (Enter from options below)
Little : 1200mm wide x 2800mm drop
Classic : 1800mm wide  x 2800mm drop
Long : 2100mm wide x 2800mm drop
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Size options
Little : 1200 wide x 2800 drop x 288 deep
Classic : 1800 wide x 2800 height x 288 deep
Long : 2100 wide x 2800 drop x 288 deep

Width

1000mm 
(max)

Depth

Height



Dance
Grey Green

Dance
Sea Blue

Dance
GreyBlue

Dance
Anthrachite

Dance
Navy Blue

Dance
Black

Dance
Gold Yellow

Dance
Ecru

Dance
Off white

Dance
Light Grey

Dance
Sand

Dance
Brown

Dance
Taupe

Dance
Olive Green

Dance
Grey

SHEER FABRIC MATERIAL
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get in touch

LIT ZONING CURTAINS

designing elegant and sustainable spaces for productive, happy people.
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